
FLEXIBLE DUCTING FOR 
UNDERGROUND VENTILATION

> UNDERGROUND MINING
> ROADWAY TUNNELS AND RAIL TUNNELS
> SUBWAYS AND UNDERGROUND TUNNELS
> HYDROELECTRIC TUNNELS AND CIVIL WORKS

Hydroelectric Plant Machupicchu  - Peru San Eduardo Road Tunnels - Ecuador

Hydroelectric Plant Platanal - PeruSumapaz Road Tunnels - Colombia
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TIGRELONA RIP STOP, is a high 
resistance tenacity fabric so coa-
ted on both sides of special Virgin 
PVC and Polymers above it. It is a 
fireproof material 100% waterproof, 
with Anti-UV, anti-fungal, Anti-oxi-
dant and Retardant flames formula-
tion. This is reinforced to withstand 
the elements, UV, cold, heat, oils 
and fuels.

Our materials provided 
assume a pattern geometric. 
These frames are excellent 
choices fabric applications 
Flexible Ventilation Ducts
Mining, Tunneling and wells 
due to the optimum Cost – 
Quality.

Fabrics "EL TIGRE" 
has a base incorpora-
ting synthetic between 
two sheets and vinyl 
polymers virgins. The-
se layers are laminated 
subsequently sticking 
together through various temperature and pressure changes re-
sulting in a strong, resistant, Waterproof, low maintenance, fire 
resistant and when the user requires Antistatic.

Fabric Confection

FABRIC SELECTION:

KNITTED PLOT - 
INSERTION

TIGRELONA RIP STOP “EL TIGRE”

TIGRESTAT RIP STOP “EL TIGRE”

Resistance Test

FABRICS  FLEXIBLE DUCTS/ FLEXIBLE DUCTING UNDERGROUND VENTILATION

Different Types of Construction threads
TIGRELONA RIP STOP and TIGRESTAT

All the Materials exclusively designed for Flexible use 
in Underground Ventilation Ducts

One physical characteristic of 
any major application of material 
is its tear resistance.
Both, weight and resistance to 
tearing, can be altered by varying
Materials components we produce 
according to the customer's 
need and requirement, because 
we have various encodings 
thread thicknesses and fabric 
constructions product.

We managed to make a 
fabric TIGRELONA RIP 
STOP with low price, 
high quality, excellent 
performance and durability 
which Optimum Cost – 
Benefit. 

Our fabric has less than 100 megaohms, according to the 
international standards and Anti-static Fire resistance.                       

RIP STOP TIGRESTAT 
"EL TIGRE" is an antistatic 
material exclusively treatment 
designed, developed and 
manufactured by "EL TIGRE" 
for underground Ventilation 
ducts at extreme risk conditions 
due explosive gasses. 

Laminated Fabrics

Construction of wire 
and laminate RIPSTOP 

TIGRELONA "EL TIGRE"

TIGRELONA RIP STOP, is a product with more consistency 
threads (denier high tenacity) that are established grid at regular 
intervals of 1-1-2cms x 2cms. In both directions of the fabric. The 
benefit of more heavy threads is that by presenting a small tear, it 
blocks preventing a higher tear.

Fire Retardant  and Anti-Estatic



ESPIRALDUCT "El Tigre" 
Was developed by our 
company in order to meet the  
need of a duct that could be 
used in many applications 
of air suction (air negative  
negative discharge).

It is also widely used and useful as Elbows, even around well 
defined corners and occasionally is used as vent (blowing  Air 
In ection  positive discharge).

ESPIRALDUCT "EL TIGRE" is 
designed with a cable reinforced 
( elix-steel cable) in a similar 
way like a spring covered with 
TIGRELONA or TIGRESTAT 
RIP STOP sealed around.

ESPIRALDUCT "EL TIGRE"
(Extraction / Suction Negative Air 
Flexible Spiral Ducts)

FLEXIBLE DUCTS / FLEXIBLE DUCTING 
UNDERGROUND VENTILATION

VENTIDUCT "EL TIGRE"
(Flexible ducts/ flexible ducting for 
blowing and air injection)
VENTIDUCT "El Tigre" is the best alternative for easy 
installation and considerably less cost than the metal duct. 

It is utili ed for vent applications (Positive Pressure  air 
discharge  blowing  Air in ection). Common ranges of 
diameters ranging from  "to 1 " (200mm - ,000 mm) and in 
sections from  to 00m in length or according to the customer 
requirements. 
 
We also manufacture Ventiduct Ringed (Duct with rings 
installed every certain distance) according at the user request

TIGRE-OVAL "EL TIGRE"
(OVAL Flexible Duct / Flexible Ducting  insufflation 
or suction)

TIGRE-OVAL was developed by 
our company to meet the need for 
a product of oval-shaped duct that  
could be used in many applications 
either vent or suction.

TIGREOVAL tunneling work
(C.H. HUANCHOR 2.5 km.)

It is applied and is available from 
Similar as TIGRELIPSE

Dimensions       2                                       
           .     

Hydroelectric Plant  Platanal – Perú

Hydroelectric Plant  Machupicchu – Perú

Tunnels Road   San Eduardo – Ecuador

Tunnels  Sumapaz – Colombia



It is an oval-shaped product developed under two ducts 
system united in a one body( like-siameses). This design is 
useful to replace a circumferential duct (Ventiduct) in places 
that requires an additional free space improvement reducing 
damages to the ducts and also allowing the mine to maximi e 
the si e of the equipment used for mining and tunneling.

TIGRE-TWIN "EL TIGRE"
(Siamese Ducts - Flexible Oval
nsufflation and uction

TRIDUCT "El Tigre" (TTT)
(Triple Oval - Flexible Duct/ Flexible 
Ducting for blowing and Suction)

TIGRE-TWIN this si-
mulation is available 
from 1  "( 0mm) to 
0 "(1 00mm) and 

lengths according to 
the user request.

FLEXIBLE DUCTS / FLEXIBLE DUCTING 
UNDERGROUND VENTILATION

TIGRELIPSE "EL TIGRE"
(ELLIPTICAL Flexible Ducts / Flexible Ducting 
insufflation o  suction

TIGRELIPSE was designed 
and developed by our company 
to replace large diameter 
ventilationduct so to be used in 
many vent  applications (Positive 
discharge  air blowing) as well 
(Air extraction) in areas with top 
limited in space where we can not 
be used due to crashes that could 
have with equipment worked at 
tunnels so this way energy cost will 
decreased avoiding ampliations 
and rock scalers.

BI-VENTIDUCT "EL TIGRE" 
It is a flexible bi-duct (double 
circumferential duct symmetri-
cally united) of ventilation  it is 
used for ventilation applications 
( blowing  air in ection  positive 
discharge).

BI - VENTIDUCT "EL TIGRE"
(Double Flexible Ducts/ Flexible Ducting insufflation  
injection Air Impeller)

TIGRELIPSE “EL TIGRE”

TRIDUCT "EL TIGRE" oval-shaped duct under the system 
of  united ducts in one only body (triplets type) to be 
used in many vent applications (positive discharge  air 
discharge  air blowing) as well air suction (air extraction) 
in order to separates airflows and offers maximun space 
for free transit of underground equipment (It offers an 
2 % to 0% improvement of free space with its design.  

TRIDUCT "EL TIGRE" is available in designs equivalent from 
1  "( 0 mm) to 11 " ( 000 mm), and lengths and special 
orders according ergonomic constructions of the user request.

Common ranges diameters 
ranging from  "to 1 "
(200 to ,000 mm.) And 
lengths from  to 00 
meters according to the 
client's request.



STD FITTINGS - STEEL OR PVC JOINTS

MULTICLIP JOINT

BANDS SET (LINERS)

The steel or PVC 
ring joints are sealed 
and placed in the 
flexible ducts end to 
be ointed, we mean, 
they are inserted one 
inside to another by 
pressure, according 
the direction of the air  

ust as indicated in our 
installation manuals.

They are steel ad ustable pincers in order to give more 
security high pressure applications  securing the steel or 
PVC ring  oints of Ventiduct or Espiralduct in its several 
diameters.

ATTACH REMOVABLE PVC STRAPS

An additional accessory 
to assure rings of PVC 
or steel of VENTIDUCT 
or ESPIRALDUT oints at 
several diameters.

JOINTS FOR VENTIDUCT - ESPIRALDUCT
TIGRELIPSE - TIGRE OVAL - TIGRE-TWIN - TRIDUCT

"EL TIGRE" ZIP / CLOSING 
ZIP-UNION JOINT

It contains a ip PVC-type in divided form  at 
1  cm of both endings.

The outer flap gives 
protection and hides the 
ipfrom outside and the inner 

flap seals the oint according 
the principle  "the higher 
pressure, the narrow oint".
Furthermore, it removes the 
join clamp of the PVC or steel 
ring at the end of the duct.

HERMETIC JOINT / VELCRO 
"EL TIGRE"  

It is manufactured in a similar way like "EL TIGRE" IP 
OINT but instead PVC ip utili es velcro.

LOCKING CLAMP PVC FLAT BAND 
(TYPE RACK)
 
 

Is a clamp with 
lock band made of 
PVC. It is used for 
over several  duct 
models. The lock 
is inc coated.

 “RACK”
USE
 
1. Secure and reinforce oints.
2. Secure and radial seal of patches.



TB - Flex 
PVC

TR - Flex 
PVC

Metal 
Clamp

High 
pressure 

 

metal 
clamp

Double 
metal 
clamp

Bi - 
Directio-

nal

Multi - 
clip

TBM

Drilling  blasting

Pressure " wg (2000 Pa)

Pressure 1 " wg ( 00 Pa)

Pressure 1 " wg ( 00 Pa)

00 - 1000 mm(12- 0")

1000 - 1 00 mm (  - 0")

1 00 - 2000 mm (  - 0")

2100 - 0 0 mm (  - 120")

"EL TIGRE" ip

 

oint (Union with pper

 

belt ad ustment

Suspension 
and radial coupling 

Airtight

 

(paste - paste union)

TBM

Drilling  blasting

Pressure " wg (2000 Pa)

Pressure 1 " wg ( 00 Pa)

Pressure 1 " wg ( 00 Pa)

00 - 1000 mm(12- 0")

1000 - 1 00 mm (  - 0")

1 00 - 2000 mm (  - 0")

2100 - 0 0 mm (  - 120")

RADIAL JOINT AND SUSPENSION AT 
THE END OF DUCTS

METAL CLAMP HIGH PRESSURE 

RADIAL SUSPENSION QUICK 
JOINT 

It is a system based of eyelets are which are placed of our 
flexible ducts secured by ropes to avoid the separation of the 
oin due to high pressures.

JOINTS FOR VENTIDUCT - ESPIRALDUCT
TIGRELIPSE - TIGRE-OVAL - TIGRE-TWIN – TRIDUCT

TR - FLEX PVCTB-FLEX PVC

TSD-METAL CLAMP

TSD - DOUBLE HANDLE METAL

BI - DIRECTIONAL

RESISTANCE CLAMP COUPLING "EL TIGRE"

CLAMP JOINTS RESISTANCE CHART "EL TIGRE"



SUSPENSIONS FOR VENTIDUCT - ESPIRALDUCT
TIGRELIPSE - TIGRE OVAL - TIGRE-TWIN - TRIDUCT

The suspension system must be simple to install and unistall. 
The ventilation duct should be easily mobili ed, according to 
your needs.

DIVERSITY OF SUSPENSIONS VERTICAL SUSPENSION

It is available to sustain respiration pipe VENTIDUCT, 
ESPIRALDUCT, TIGRELIPSE, TIGRE OVAL, TRIDUCT 
TIGRE-TWIN and vertically in a well.

DOUBLE SUSPENSION
It is also avaible like an 
option for Ventiduc form " 
Ø  and larger. This design 
presents two continuos 
twins strips (flaps) to 
reinforce the suspension  
because the flexible duct 
supports large air flows.

MESSENGER WIRE

It is used for the ad ustment  
and righ suspension system of 
the flexible ducts.

SUSPENSION STD - CLASSIC "EL TIGRE"

This is the high 
r e c o m m e n -
ded suspension 
due to stabili-
ty in the flexible 
duct. It is made 
of PVC eyelets reinforced (the same 
material as the flexible duct) with 
a suspension hooked (Clip-type) 
where the flexible duct messenger 
wire hooked to the messenger cable of the tunnel. It is 
the most economicsuspension offered by  "EL TIGRE". 
We have a steel cable that is useful as reinforcement in the 
suspension and is avaible by additional cost for extreme situa-
tions like installations near blasting.

TRIANGULAR SUSPENSION HOOK

It is a hook triangle-shaped adhered by band which is sealed 
along the flexible duct.

When using Espiralduct this suspension is fixed to connect the 
tube through the helix wire.

OTHER TYPES OF SUSPENSION HOOKS

TRIPLE SUSPENSION

It is characteri ed by 
three suspensions pla-
ced in the twelve o'clock 
position, three and  nine 
clock. In turn this sus-
pension reinforced flex 
duct so it supports more 
volume of air. 

SUSPENSION – TAB

They are suspensions 
flap type sealed to the 
basic material placed 
every 0 cm along the 
flexible duct, with hooks 
incorporated in the 
eyelets.

It is avaible to hold Ventiduct, 
Espiralduct, Tigrelipse, Tigre-
Oval y Tigre-Twin vercatically in a 
shaft. The duct in this application 
is made with two suspensions, 
opposted to 1 0  to oin the 
messenger cable or the wall of the 
shaft.



LATERAL “Y”

For make turns of  , 0 , 0 , 120  etc.. For a best insta-
llation we recommend using ESPIRALDUCT which is suitable 
for any installation of bends.

ELBOW

Enables separation of a conduit into two equally conduits in a 
symmetrically way separation angles of 0 ,   , 0 , etc.. 
between the ducts.

To divide a bifurcated conduit with an angle of 0 .

STANDARD “T”

Duct with Sleeve "El Tigre" for dividing a conduit with a bifurca-
ted angle of .

PANT "Y" 

A liaflex  Expansions Progressives "EL TIGRE" for 
transitions between low diameter  to high duct.

A liaflex  It is an adapter of a flexible duct  flexible ducting 
of larger diameter to two flexible duct  flexible ducting of 
small diameter in a parallel way.

AMPLIAFLEX-REDUFLEX

FITTINGS, CONNECTIONS AND SPECIAL DESIGNS

STANDARD “Y”

eduflex  progressive reductions "EL TIGRE" for transitions 
between larger diameter to lower duct.



SEMIRIGID ELBOW

FITTINGS, CONNECTIONS AND SPECIAL DESIGNS

Elbow ESPIRALDUCT

Elbow “U”

We also offer fittings RIGIDUCT (rigid dict El Tigre) which 
can be compatible with VENTIDUCT OR ESPIRALDUCT 
to oint the soft ends with folds and wire unions.

ENDING LIDS

ELBOW WITH BAFFLES PLATES

SPECIAL CONNECTIONS  

SEMI RIGID "Y" 

ESPIRALDUCT
Coupled to RIGIDUCT FG

SEMI RIGID TRIDENT

TIGRETWIN ACCESSORIES

Elbow with baffle plates reduces by 0% loss friction

TIGRETWIN 
WIT  " " SIDE

TIGRETWIN WIT
" " STANDARD
ADAPTER

VENTIDUCT 
ADAPTER TO 
TIGRETWIN

ESPIRALDUCT “Y”



We have the same standard fittings of VENTIDUCT. 
And also transition pieces 
and reductions to connect 
different shapes and dime-
sions of Rigiduct. 
In addition of our fittings sta-
dar line, we can manufactu-
re special characteristics on 
request like Rigiduct in short 
lengths or other fittings, too.

RIGID DUCTS UNDERGROUND VENTILATION

RIGIDUCTO is made of fiberglass (FG 
type) or made in plates galvani ed (PG 
type). The RIGIDUCTO "EL TIGRE" are 
designed and manufactured to support  
impact and high pressures negative or 
positive and is recommended for critical 
work.
The main feature of RIGIDUCTO FG 
type be glass is the low weight, high 

resistance to corrosion and its simple installation.

RIGIDUCT "EL TIGRE" 
( igid Duct nsufflation o  ai  
suction)

RIGIDUCT TYPES

JOINTS

CIRCUMFERENTIAL RIGIDUCT 
Is employed in mines and tunnels 
where dimensions do not repre-
sent problems. It is available in 
si es from  "  to higher dimen-
sions. The measurements are ba-
sed on the requirements.

In RIGIDUCT FG type, oints are located in the same duct with 
the edges suited to oin them so reducing the air loss. oins 
have reinforced edges with fiberglass fabric to reduce shock or 
cuts caused when it is handling.

SUSPENSION

LENGTHS 

ACCESSORIES

All sections are supplied with strong 
nylon flat belts and metal rings in 
each end.These belts are an integral 
part of the duct and can be used to 
ensure the sections coupled to the 
suspension or in mine or tunnel. 
When ELLIPTICAL RIGIDUCT 
"EL TIGRE" is required, the sus-
pension either vertical or hori ontal 
must be specified. This will allow a 
suited placing placing of the sus-
pension system and appropriate 
manufacturing. 

In RIGIDUCT PG type, the sections are welded and reinforced 
externally with a metallic clamp or bridle-type. 

Plus ir has resin paint in the welded places compatible with 
the galvani ed.

RIGIDUCT FG or PG type, circular and elliptical are supplied
in standard lengths of  meters. the RIGIDUCTO circular can 
also be supplied in sections  meters. Special lengths can be 
provided according  your requirement.

The sections with mix couplings are designed to adapt RIGI-
DUCTO to VENTIDUCT (vent duct) or ESPIRALDUCT (suc-
tion duct) TIGRELIPSE, TIGREOVAL, TIGRE-TWIN or vice 
versa. If a special type of fittings is required, you can send us 
a simple drawing to meer your manufacturing requirements.

ELLIPTICAL RIGIDUCT
It is applied for mines and tun-
nels that have limit spaces due to 
equipment utili ed.

RIGIDUCT under construction “T”

RIGIDUCT-"T" 
in construction with
Dumper for Diversion
Flow and Retention

RIGIDUCT “Y”

ELLIPTICAL RIGIDUCT 
PG type in TBM
of Trasvase tunnel OLMOS
(Chiclayo – Perú)

RIGIDUCT-"Y" 
under construction 
with Dumper for 
Flow Diversion and 
retention

RIGIDUCT TYPE FG

Crosslinked spiral design gives more resistance compared to 
other constructions.

The main feature of type PG RIGIDUCTO galvani ed sheet 
it is its low coefficient of friction and minimum leakage also 
supports non-flammable and pressures positive and negative.

The suspension in PG RIGIDUCT will be according to the 
diameter or thickness of the pipeline.



The duct-cassette systems "EL TIGRE" either round or ellipti-
cal are manufactured for being used in applications with TBM 
(known in Peru as "topos"). One of the most important cha-
racteristics of our cassettes is its strong steel construction, re-
sistent and durability to support extreme work conditions, the 
easy installation and quick reload of flexible ducts. 
 
THE DUCT - CASSETTE
consists of three parts
 
    Outlet bell.
    Duct storage cassette.
    Flexible ventilation duct.

The cassette is mounted on the TBM which it moves toward the
front while it goes forward. As the ventilation duct is hung up 
in the tunnel, the action of the TBM makes the duct comes 
automatically out the cassette and extends along the excavation.

DUCT- SELF CASSETTE - SUPPLIED FOR 
VENTIDUCT

TUNNEL BORING MACHINE

When it reaches the maximum flexible duct length of the cas-
sette, it is replaced with a replacement cassette containing an 
entire section of flexible duct and support staff reloaded the 
empty unit on the surface.

The outlet bells of casettes "EL TIGRE" are designed to start 
taking out the duct in an arranged way and for the air flows 
uniformly. Our cassettes can storage since 100 to 00 m ( 00 
to 1000 ft) of flexible duct placed hori ontally.

SEMIRIGID AND FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS 
FOR TBM RIGID DUCTING

"EL TIGRE" present in the TBM TRANSFER OLMOS ydro energy Pro ect 200  - 2010

RIGID DUCT FOR TBM

ELLIPTICAL RIGIDUCTO
PG Type in TBM
Diversion tunnel OLMOS
(Chiclayo - Peru)



Limpopo Province
Bulidng No. 7
Plot No.1 Industrial Area
Dirk Winterbach Street
Burgersfort
South Africa

Telephone Number:  + 27 13 590 0977

North West Province
Number 5 Crossroads Centre
4 Verdi Street
Melodie
Hartbeespoort Dam
South Africa

Telephone number:  + 27 87 808 3492/5731

Branch Network:

Main Factory Address: 
20 Mulder Street
Bronkhorstspruit
Pretoria
Gauteng
South Africa

Telephone Number: +27 13 590 0977

Our Passion and Vocation:
Develop a Global Culture Conscious in Underground Ventilation Engineering


